In this paper, global optimization (GO) Lipschitz problems are considered where the multi-dimensional multiextremal objective function is determined over a hyperinterval. An efficient one-dimensional GO method using local tuning on the behavior of the objective function is generalized to the multi-dimensional case by the diagonal approach using two partition strategies. Global convergence conditions are established for the obtained diagonal geometric methods. Results of a wide numerical comparison show a strong acceleration reached by the new methods working with estimates of the local Lipschitz constants over different subregions of the search domain in comparison with the traditional approach.
Introduction
In [13, 14, 16] diagonal global optimization algorithms have been introduced for solving multi-dimensional Lipschitz global optimization (GO) problems with box constraints. In its general form such a problem can be stated as minimization of a multiextremal function satisfying the Lipschitz condition with a constant 0 < L < ∞ over a hyperinterval, i.e., finding the value f * and points x * such that
where
Such problems very often can be faced in real-life applications (for example, in data classification, nonlinear approximation, globally optimized calibration of complex system models etc.). A number of such problems solved by the diagonal methods can be found in [16] .
The diagonal approach is a simple and powerful tool for extending one-dimensional global optimization methods to the multi-dimensional case. The main idea is to describe the behavior of the objective function f (x) over a hyperinterval (we shall also use the term cell or simply interval) D i = [a i , b i ] by information obtained from evaluating f (x) at the vertices a i , b i being the ends of the main diagonal defining the interval D i . During every (l + 1)-th iteration to each subinterval D i ⊂ D generated in the course of the previous l iterations a characteristic
is associated in such a way that R i tends to be higher if D i contains lower values of f (x). Then, among all subintervals created so far within D, an interval D t with the maximal characteristic is chosen for further subdivision. It is subdivided in p subcells and f (x) is evaluated at the vertices a j , b j of all the intervals D j , 1 ≤ j ≤ p. The process is repeated until satisfaction of a stopping rule.
The diagonal method proposed in [13, 14, 16] and extending the univariate algorithm from [12] uses a global estimate of the Lipschitz constant L in its work. GO algorithms using in their work the global Lipschitz constant L (or its estimates) do not take into account local information about behavior of the objective function over every small subregion of D. In fact, it is supposed in such algorithms (see [7] ) that f (x) has the same constant L over every subdomain of D without paying any attention to situations where f (x) has a very low local Lipschitz constant over the subdomain under consideration. It has been shown for a number of global optimization algorithms (see [18, 19, 23] ) that using local information for estimating local Lipschitz constants can accelerate the global search significantly. Importance of such information in the diagonal approach context has been highlighted in [16] . Of course, the local data must be in an appropriate way balanced with the global information about the objective function otherwise the global solution can be lost [22] .
In this paper a new diagonal algorithm generalizing an efficient deterministic one-dimensional GO method using local tuning on the behavior of the objective function (see [19] ) is extended to the multi-dimensional case by the diagonal approach using two partition strategies widely used in literature [3, 9, 13, 14, 16] :
-Bisection, where p = 2 and the interval D t is subdivided in two subintervals by a hyperplane orthogonal to the longest edge of D t ;
-Partition 2 n , where p = 2 n and D t is partitioned into 2 n new subintervals generated by the intersection of the boundary of D t and the hyperplanes that contain a point x l+1 belonging to the main diagonal of D t and are parallel to the boundary hypersurfaces of D t .
The new method uses a local information about the objective function over the whole search region D during the global search in contrast with techniques which do it only in a neighborhood of local minima after stopping their global procedures (see e.g. [7] ). Global convergence conditions are established for the new method. Results of a wide numerical comparison show a strong acceleration reached by the new method working with estimates of the local Lipschitz constants over different subregions of the search domain in comparison with the traditional approach using global estimates of L.
The new algorithm with local tuning
In this section the New Diagonal Algorithm with Local tuning (NDAL) is described.
The method starts by setting the number of iterations, l, and the number of generated intervals, m = m(l), equal to 1. The first two trials (evaluations of the objective function) are executed at the points x 0 = a, x 1 = b from (3). The results of trials are indicated as
, and the initial number k = k(l) of trial points generated by the algorithm is taken equal to 2. The initial estimate of the global optimum is taken as z * 1 = min{z 0 , z 1 }. The estimate λ 1 of the local Lipschitz constant over the initial interval D 1 = D = [a, b ] (in this case, of course, the local estimate coincides with the global one) is calculated as follows
Suppose now that l ≥ 1 iterations of the method have already been executed. The iteration l + 1 consists of the following steps.
Step 1. For each interval
the values r > 1, ξ > 0, and C > 0 are parameters of the method, λ i is the estimate of the local Lipschitz constant over the interval D i calculated at the moment of creation of D i , and
The values µ and d max are evaluated as follows
Step 2. Among all the intervals D i choose an interval D t such that
Step 3.
where a and b are from (3) and t is from (9), then go to Step 4, otherwise take the value z * l = min
(where
, are the trial points generated by the algorithm in the course of the previous l iterations) as an estimate of the global optimum of the problem (1) - (3) and Stop.
Step 4. Choose the new point x l+1 belonging to the main diagonal (the diagonal joining the vertices a t and b t ) of the subinterval D t , where t is from (9), as follows (see [13, 14, 16] ):
HereK
where ξ is from (5) and µ is from (7).
Step 5. Subdivide the interval D t into p new subintervals by Bisection strategy or by Partition 2 n .
Step 6. Denote by x i , i = 1, . . . , s, the vertices of the new p subintervals generated during Step 5 where f (x) must be evaluated.
-In the case of Bisection strategy it is necessary to evaluate f (x) at two vertices, s = 2 (the points a t and b t come from the subdivided interval D t and f (x) has already been evaluated at its vertices during the previous iterations).
-In the case of Partition 2 n , the number s = 2 × 2 n − 3 because the new 2 n subintervals are identified by their two vertices, x l+1 is common to two intervals, and f (a t ) and f (b t ) of the subdivided interval D t have already been evaluated.
Step 7. For all the new intervals D i , 1 ≤ i ≤ p, get an estimate of the local Lipschitz constant as
Set l := l + 1, m := m + p − 1, k := k + s, and go to Step 1.
Let us give a few comments on the introduced method. The key idea of the algorithm is estimating local Lipschitz constants by balancing local and global data. In contrast with the traditional approach (see [13, 14] ) where the global estimateK of the Lipschitz constant L from (2) is used in the form (11), the local estimate K i from (5) (6)- (8)), γ i is small too and the local information represented by λ i has a decisive influence (see (5)) on K i . When the interval D i is very wide (its diagonal a i − b i is close to d max ), the local information is not reliable and the global information (see (6) ) represented by γ i is used.
The values r, C, and ξ influence K i as global parameters. By increasing r and C we augment reliability of the method over the whole region D. The parameter ξ > 0 is a small number allowing the NDAL to work also when f (x i ) = const for all trial points x i . The importance of the parameter ξ for the correct work of the method can be seen from (4) - (5) and (10) - (11) . If γ i < ξ and λ i < ξ it follows
Of course, this case is degenerate for the method. The introduced algorithm belongs to the class of diagonally extended geometric algorithms and also to more general classes of adaptive partition and divide the best algorithms (see [15, 16] and [20] , respectively). Let us study the convergence properties of the infinite (ε = 0 in the stopping rule) sequence {y k } of trial points generated by the NDAL during minimization of the function f (x) from (1)-(3). Hereinafter we shall designate by Y ′ the set of limit points of the sequence {y k }.
Theorem 1 Let y ′ be a limit point of the sequence {y k } then, for all trial points
Proof. This result can be obtained as a particular case of the general convergence study from [20] and its proof is so omitted.
The next theorem presents sufficient global convergence conditions for the NDAL.
Theorem 2
Let there exist an iteration number l * such that for a cell D j , j = j(l), containing a global minimizer x * of f (x) during the l-th iteration of the NDAL the following inequality takes place
Then, x * is a limit point of the trial sequence {y k } generated by the NDAL.
Proof. We start the proof by showing that the estimates K i (l) of the local Lipschitz constants L i from (5) are bounded values. In fact, since the global Lipschitz constant L < ∞ and the constants r > 1, C > 0, and ξ > 0, it follows
Suppose, that there exists a limit point y ′ = x * of the trial sequence {y k }. Taking into consideration (4), (10), (11), and (15) we can conclude for an interval D i , i = i(l), containing y ′ during the l-th iteration of the NDAL, that
Consider now the cell D j , j = j(l), such that the global minimizer x * ∈ D j and suppose that x * is not a limit point of {y k }. This signifies that there exists an iteration number q such that for all l ≥ q
Estimate now the characteristic R j (l), l ≥ q, of the interval D j . It follows from (14) and the fact of
Then, by summarizing these inequalities we obtain
From this inequality and (13), (14) we can deduce for all iteration numbers l > l * that
Since x * is a global minimizer, it follows from (16) and (17) that an iteration number q * > max{l * , q} will exist such that
But this means that during the q * -th iteration, trials will be executed at the cell D j . Thus, our assumption that x * is not a limit point of {y k } is not true and theorem has been proved. Let us denote the set of global minimizers of the problem (1)- (3) as X * . Then the following corollary ensures the inclusion Y ′ ⊆ X * .
Corollary 1 Given the conditions of Theorem 2, all limit points of the sequence
Proof. The corollary follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 2.
The sets Y ′ and X * coincide if conditions established by Corollary 2 are fulfilled. (13) is fulfilled for all points x * ∈ X * , then the set of limit points of {y k } coincides with the set of global minimizers of the objective function f (x), i.e. Y ′ = X * .
Corollary 2 If condition
Proof. Again, the corollary is a straightforward consequence of Theorems 1 and 2.
Numerical comparison
The goal of this section is dual: first, to show advantages of the local tuning in comparison to the traditional approach using global estimates of the Lipschitz constant; second, to establish which of two partitioning strategies, Bisection or Partition 2 n , works better. 
Thus, four methods are compared:
-the traditional method with Partition 2 n and the global estimate;
-the traditional method with Bisection and the global estimate;
-the new algorithm using local tuning and Partition 2 n ; -the new algorithm using local tuning and Bisection.
The list of problems used in the experiments is shown in Table 1 , where the following quantities are specified:
F ormula : formula of the test function;
In Table 4 the experimental results for three-dimensional test functions are shown. The following parameters have been chosen in all the experiments: r = 1.2, C = 100. The search accuracy ε = 0.02 has been used.
Performance of all the methods during solving Problem 10 is illustrated in Figs. 1 -4 . Trials points are shown by the black dots.
The new algorithm was faster than the method using the global estimate for both strategies in all the cases. The smaller values of the accuracy ε ensure higher values of acceleration. For example, Table 5 shows that the NDAL works better when accuracy increases and the improvement is stronger for higher values of the parameter r.
It can be seen from the numerical experiments that the new method with local tuning significantly outperforms the traditional approach. In its turn, Bisection works better then Partition 2 n strategy. The best combination is the new algorithm with local tuning working with Bisection strategy.
Higher values of the parameter r increase the reliability of the methods and lead to a fast growth of the iterations number. This happens because by increasing r we uniformly augment the estimates of the Lipschitz constants (both global and local ones). The obtained improvement increases for higher values of the parameter r. 
